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[MISSION NEED]
My task at hand is one of  depth: Bringing care to the soul 
of  Bridges of  Hope staff  and long-term volunteers 
through holistically developing the spirituality, 
community life and rhythms, and missional service of  our 
entire organizational family. South Africa has a high 
percentage of  self-professing Christ-followers, and yet 
over and over again maturity in leadership (in many 
senses of  the word) and depth of  character are lacking. As 
Bridges of  Hope South Africa seeks to bring sustainable, 
holistic community development all throughout the Cape 
Flats, my unique contribution to the meeting of  this 
overwhelming need is simple yet complex: To develop the 
internal discipline, character, formation in the Spirit, and 
mature leadership necessary for our staff  and long-term 
volunteers, in shared common life, to engage such a task.

[September Update: My role narrowed in focus 
in March 2013 to more accurately reflect this 
need. As Chaplain of  Bridges of  Hope South 
Africa, I develop & form our staff, students, and 
volunteers throughout our organization. In 
particular this year, I am focusing my efforts on 
our Academy student body & our Community 
Development staff  teams.]

[MISSION VISION]
Vibrant, healthy, sustainable communities of  mature 
disciples who live in rhythm from a grounded sense of  
their unique Kingdom contribution, and who empower 
and release developed, compassionate, and capable 
leaders into their areas of  missional service and Kingdom 
engagement throughout Cape Town and into the wider 
world. To restore and release the vocational call (unique 
voice) God has placed within each person for the good of  
the Kingdom.

[September Update: Again, largely the same as 
this is the heart of  my unique contribution! I 
have begun vocational development through 
Strength Finder coaching with our Community 
Development team & House Parent staffs, and 
will start a class on vocation & vision with 
facilitators in October 2013. A rough version of  
this class was introduced to Grade 11 & 12 
students in July 2013.]

[MISSION PLAN]
1. To holistically care for, spiritually form and 

develop, and empower BHSA staff  & key local 
leaders to live out their vocational call in their area 
of  missional service within the larger BHSA vision.

      
     [September Update: The core of  my job 
      description reflects this central focus of  my 
      work! Throughout August and September, I
      have been facilitating a values & vision re-
      alignment discussion for our Community
     Development staff  that has built towards
     exciting opportunities for new growth in 2014.
     I can’t wait to share with you where our team
     lands in these next few weeks!]

2. To develop a sustainable rhythm of  
discipleship and self-care that fosters a 
community environment of  mature followers 
of  Jesus awakened to their unique leadership 
contributions to the Kingdom work happening all 
throughout Cape Town.

      
     [September Update: The rough draft of  a 3- 
      year spiritual formation plan and rhythm has
      been drafted, and will be discussed
      throughout Term 4 with Academy and
      Community Development leadership. Once
      adopted, this plan will be contextualized for
      both Academy & Community Development
      use. A major new initiative was begun in July
      when I began to write & develop a holistic
      Bible & Spiritual Formation curriculum for  
      all Academy students Grades 8-12. Currently,
      I am teaching beta-versions of  two of  5 
      classes: “The Story of  God” (Bible & 
      Kingdom of  God overview) with Grades 8-10, 
      and “Restore Voice” (Vision & Vocation 
      Development) with Grades 11 & 12.]

3. To launch a Global Residency Community in 
January 2014 that serves as the community hub for 
this development work, with 2 communities of  focus:
a. International volunteers & local South 

African staff  who invest in missional 
service to Bridges Academy and the wider 
communities of  the Franschhoek valley, and 

      
     [September Update: On hold for now as my
      role narrowed in focus & capacity to address
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      more pressing needs as Chaplain to Academy
      students. Additionally, my role in coaching &
     mentoring our Community Development staff 
     has emerged as a deeper need than this
     dream at this point. Ironically however,
     several key staffing needs may be addressed
     with fresh international volunteers in 2014
     that I may end up mentoring & developing, so
     in an informal manner, this may still take
     place on some level!]

b. Local South Africans living 
incarnationally in the Cape Flats as a part 
of  existing BHSA projects in our 4 Cape 
Flats township communities, seeking to develop 
sustainable long-term solutions to issues of  
poverty and need among their neighbors.

      
     [September Update: I am currently coaching
      our entire Community Development staff  as
      a team each Friday morning in areas of
      discipleship and spiritual formation, as well
      as individually mentoring all 5 through the
      Strength Finder talent discovery process.
      Having completed a recent assessment of  our
      community development work, there is
      growing consensus that a more formal
      training & development of  volunteer
      facilitators needs to be implemented
      beginning in 2014. I would likely be involved
      in facilitating this on some level.]

4. To mentor and develop the Matric students 
(2013 Graduating Senior Class) & other key 
student leaders at the Academy both personally 
and in preparation for future university life. 

      
     [September Update: In July 2013, I began to
      teach Matric students weekly in vision &
      vocational development material as a part of
      the Bible & Spiritual Formation curriculum I
      am developing for Academy students. I have
      begun initial conversations with Academy
      leadership about how to best empower Grade
     11 students as our 2014 Matric class.]

5. To counsel Academy Staff  to be able to 
mentor and develop Academy learners 

towards holistic health while caring for their 
own souls in sustainable ways during school.

      
     [September Update: I give input & spiritual
      practice into our staff  at the start of  each
      school term (Ex: At the start of  this coming
     term, we will lean & practice the discipline of
     prayer walking as a form of  intercession over
     our student body). Academy teaching staff
     does not have much margin for my
     development, so I resource and encourage
     them more informally. I disciple & mentor
     our Community Development staff  weekly.]

6. To assess and develop a holistic spiritual 
formation curriculum and rhythm for 
Academy students that anchors the school year 
through weekly Chapel gatherings, retreats, input 
days, and relevant trainings for students. 

      
     [September Update: Previously mentioned. A
       3-year holistic spiritual formation plan &
       rhythm has been developed as a rough
       skeleton. It will be dialogued and
       contextualized among Academy and
      Community Development leadership for the
      rest of  this year, and begun to be
      implemented in 2014. Two major new
      initiatives for students have emerged this
      year so far: 1) The Bridges Mentoring Project
     (a one-on-one relational mentoring program
      between Academy students & local South
      African Christ-followers), and 2) initial
      explorations in how to mature our students as
      men & women (gender issues). More on both
      of  these soon!]

7. To peer mentor and disciple the Community 
Development staff  men, walking alongside them 
to accomplish their work in the communities.

     [September Update: I mentor our entire
      Community Development staff  as a team
      each Friday, and seek to disciple them
      individually every 2 weeks. Currently, we are
      focusing on Strength Finder talent
      development coaching.]
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8. To offer retreats, spiritual direction, 
counseling & mentoring to BHSA staff  and 
community leaders as a means of  caring 
holistically for BHSA’s work.

     [September Update: At the beginning of  each
      term, I offer input to our Academy staff  for
      the term. I have taught at 3 different holiday
      camps for children of  our OVC & ASP
      programs in July & September. I lead a 
      retreat on freedom in Christ for facilitators 
      earlier this year. Most of  my mentoring
      happens on a weekly basis. I will seek to give
      greater input to Academy students when they
      return for the 2014 school year in January.]

9. To contextualize and facilitate Restore Voice 
Vocational Calling training for all of  BHSA, 
empowering a growing sense of  one’s vocational call.

     [September Update: Previously mentioned. I
      have begun initial versions of  this training
      with Grade 11 & 12 students at our Academy,
      and will begin the first round of  this with
      volunteer facilitators in early October 2013.
      Portions of  this material greatly informed
      our recent Community Development staff
      assessment.]

[MISSION IMPACT] By the end of  2013 and beyond...
• A holistic spiritual formation plan will be in place 

to empower BHSA to self-sustainably mature in 
Christ while awakening to their unique vocation.

   [September Update: The rough skeleton of  this
    plan currently exists and is awaiting feedback.
    Year 2 of  this 3-year plan will begin in 2014
    with our Academy, and will be contextualized
    for use within our Community Development
    work beginning in 2014.]

• 10 Community Members will pioneer the first 
Global Residency in Stellenbosch in January 2014.

   [September Update: On hold with
    international volunteers, at least formally.
    Some form of  this may begin with volunteer
    facilitators in the Cape Flats in 2014, as a  

    result of  the encouraging Community
    Development assessment that is finishing.]

• The framework of  a contextually-appropriate 
training rhythm in spiritual formation & missional 
engagement will exist in the Cape Flats 
communities, focusing on ASP/OVC volunteers.

   [September Update: See previous point. Our
    recent Community Development assessment
    resulted in wide-agreement that a more
    formal effort to recruit, develop, and empower
    volunteer facilitators must be central to our
    work in the community. Promising efforts 
    towards this may begin in 2014.]
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[OUR MISSION]
Our vision is to build bridges into suffering communities 
in order to create long-term, self-sustaining solutions to 
the deep problems of  our world. Through education and 
holistic community development, Bridges of  Hope South 
Africa seeks to empower individuals, in particular those 
most affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic, to help create 
self-sustaining change in impoverished, struggling 
communities in the Cape Flats. 

[OUR VISION]
Bridges of  Hope was birthed in 2002 when Dennis and 
Susan Wadley, BHI’s International Directors, began 
partnering closely with St. Paul’s Anglican Church in 
Philippi to bring holistic community transformation in 
the Cape Flats. Their partnership centered on a common 
desire to help communities identify and solve their own 
problems. Most South African township communities 
face a multitude of  complex problems including: 

• Poverty and lack of  basic services (sanitation, 
housing, food, proper electricity) 

• Dealing with the long term effect of  the HIV/
AIDS pandemic, and the corresponding number 
of  orphaned children whose parents struggle with 
and do not survive the effects of  the disease 

• Addressing basic health problems such as TB
• Finding sustainable long-term employment
• Lack of  quality education & career advancement

From the initial training that empowers community 
volunteers to identify and address their own problems (the 
Community Health Evangelism (CHE) model of  holistic 
development), often beginning with health care, a 
number of  other community initiatives have been 
launched that address both physical and spiritual need.  
Currently this includes Bridges Academy, a private 
boarding school 45 minutes outside of  the Cape Flats 
serving the large number of  vulnerable and orphaned 
children in these communities. During the 2012 school 
year, 52 fully sponsored Gr. 8-12 orphans & vulnerable 
children were offered world-class education & care. 

[OUR CURRENT COMMUNITY INITIATIVES]
In addition to Bridges Academy in Franschhoek, we work 
in 4 township communities in the Cape Flats: Philippi, 
Sweet Home, Samora & Lower Crossroads.

CHE (Community Health Evangelism) is a 6-
month training that is offered free of  charge to anyone in 
the community. The ‘CHE’ training model is hands on & 
developmentally focused, seeking to not only bring health 
care education to a local community but also helping 
community members discern their own needs to the point 
of  owning self-sustainable solutions for these problems.
 
Since CHE training began in Philippi in 2003 and spread 
to neighboring communities, a number of  initiatives have 
been started as a result of  this approach:  

After School Program (ASP): We are currently at 
work in three local primary schools where we host a 6-
month leadership development program after school. A 
team of  community volunteers invest in these young 
children & help them excel at school while growing up.

Job Skill Training: Unemployment is a massive reality 
throughout our communities and we are currently 
developing job skill training for our CHE graduates as 
well as our ASP & OVC volunteers. This includes basic 
skills like resume writing and job interview practice to 
teaching how to search for long-term employment. We 
are seeking to facilitate networking opportunities with 
local South African businesses that can provide gainful 
employment for those in need. 

Orphans & Vulnerable Children (OVC): As we 
began our CHE training several years ago, it was 
immediately evident that a large number of  orphaned 
and vulnerable children are living in these communities 
with little to no support in place. In response, CHE 
workers began support groups that meet weekly in each 
of  our 4 communities. We assist the caregivers of  these 
children with food parcels and ongoing emotional 
support.  Our dream to start a private boarding school 
was birthed out of  a desire to help OVC’s more deeply. 

Bridges Academy: Bridges Academy officially opened 
its doors in the Franschhoek Valley in 2008 to 44 learners  
from Philippi and surrounding communities that were 
part of  our initial OVC support groups. The vision of  
Bridges Academy is to provide a safe and nurturing 

Bridges of Hope South Africa
Mission Profile: Holistic Community Development
By Maxie Kamalski
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environment for orphans, while enriching them with 
mentoring and a world‐class education, equipping leaders 
who will strengthen their communities and bring about 
positive change in their nation. Bridges Academy offers a 
unique educational solution to many of  the ongoing 
challenges its students face:

• A safe learning environment
• A small student-teacher ratio
• Inspirational guest educators
• The development of  English & computer skills
• An ethos of  giving back to one’s community
• Health education in HIV/AIDS and other issues
• 100% graduation rate (In contrast to rates as low 

as 20% in some of  our communities)
• Helping pursue university study upon graduation

We currently have 53 students enrolled for the 2013 
school year, graduating roughly 5 – 10 Matriculated 
Seniors yearly empowered to contribute to South Africa.

[BY THE NUMBERS]
Community Development Team (Cape Flats)

• Full-Time Staff: 5
• CHE Graduates (2012): 80+
• CHE Home visits (2009-2012): 1,600
• OVC’s (2009-2012): 250
• OVC Volunteers (2009-2012): 56
• ASP Learners (2009-2012): 720 	 	
• ASP Volunteers (2009-2012): 70

Bridges Academy (Franschhoek)
• Local African Teaching staff: 6
• International Volunteer Teaching Staff: 3
• Administrative & Support Staff: 5
• Academy House Parents: 4
• Students (2013 School Year): 53

Bridges of Hope South Africa
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